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Abstract—Choosing optimal parameters for large-scale, safety-
critical, real-world motion planners in autonomous driving sys-
tems is crucial. In this paper, we present a highly efficient frame-
work for parameter tuning. This framework introduces a drive-
like-human idea to a parametric rule-based planner without com-
promising safety-related constraints. Our framework evaluates an
existing planner’s performance with a learning-based critic and
automatically tunes the parameters with Bayesian optimization.
The learning-based critic replaces hand-crafted tuning criteria
and evaluates the planner’s performance based on human driv-
ing experiences. Our framework frees engineers from tedious
parameter-tuning work and makes the planner deployment more
scalable without losing its reliability. More interestingly, we
demonstrate that the proposed framework captures the driving
styles of the training datasets. By customizing the training
dataset, the critic guides the framework to personalize the
planner with different parameter sets.

I. INTRODUCTION

An autonomous vehicle motion planner generates safe,
efficient, and smooth driving plans. Rule-based and learning-
based methods are two common approaches to build a motion
planner. Rule-based approaches rely on optimization [1], [2].
While providing rigorous guarantees, rule-based approaches
also require modeling problems with complex constraints and
parameters. On the other hand, learning-based approaches
have been extensively investigated lately. The introduction of
learning components simplifies the complex modeling pro-
cedure and boosts the performance of motion planners. For
example, [3], [4], [5] learn planners in the end-to-end fashion
and provide significant benefits in terms of scalability and
computational time. [6], [7] applied imitation learning for
challenging partially observable Markov decision process to
motion planning problems. [8], [9] leverage reinforcement
learning in motion planning. [10] casts the complex vision
planning problem to the planning problem in low-dimensional
latent space. In the autonomous driving field, [11], [12], [13]
avoid the tedious design process of rules and constraints by
learning from human demonstrations. However, the outstand-
ing performance comes with the black-box nature of deep
learning, the robustness and safety of which is still an on-going
research [14]. That raises concerns in safety-critical domains
such as autonomous driving [15].

We propose a hybrid approach to introduce learning-enabled
components into reliable rule-based planners [16]. The rule-
based motion planners are proved to be reliable over years of
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daily cruising. They formulate motion planning as constrained
optimization problems [17], [18], [19], which are interpretable
and reliable since safety and physical constraints are well-
formulated. However, the performance of a rule-based planner
heavily depends on how the parametric optimization objective
function is formulated, which requires tremendous tuning
effort to tune for best performance.

Automatic tuning frameworks [20], [21] were proposed
to speed up the parameter-tuning process. Typically, these
frameworks require an objective function as the performance
measurement. By optimizing the objective function, these
frameworks improve the performance. Some previous works
[22], [23], [24] adopted handcrafted objective functions. How-
ever, for autonomous driving, it is hard to design such
objective functions because of more nuances in terms of
the planner performance and the riders’ preference [25]. In
contrast, we propose a learning-based objective function called
critic. Driven by human driving data, this critic quantitatively
measures the performance of autonomous driving cars in terms
of the similarity to human behaviors. [26] also investigated
learning a parametric objective function. However, this ob-
jective function is directly optimized by a planner instead
of an automatic tuning framework. This approach is hard to
generalize because different scenarios usually require different
planning objective functions. Hence, they have to collect data
to learn different objective functions in each scenario. [13]
models human-centered threat assessment with deep learning
models generated by network architecture search. The human-
centered threat assessment is similar to our learning-based
critic. Both of them evaluate the behaviors of autonomous
driving cars. However, our work further applies the learnt critic
in a parameter tuning framework with more scenario variation.

We integrate the learning-based parameter tuning framework
with Apollo rule-based planners. As a result, our framework
reconciles the convenience of the learning-based approach
and the reliability of the rule-based approach. Our main
contributions are as follows:
• We present a learning-based critic to measure motion

planner performance in autonomous driving, which re-
moves designers’ empirical knowledge from the metric
selection.

• With this critic, we build an automatic tuning frame-
work for rule-based planners, which achieves optimal
performance in high-fidelity simulation scenarios. The
framework reduces the tuning process from weeks to less
than two hours.

• The proposed framework allows customizing planners
with personalized driving styles reflected in the demon-
stration datasets.



II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Definition II.1 (Parameterized deterministic Policy). A pa-
rameterized deterministic policy θ is a mapping from the set
of environment configuration sequence C to the ego vehicle’s
configuration sequence Ĉ. The mapping is deterministic when
the parameters Φ are fixed.

Given predicted environment configuration sequence C =
[c1, c2, . . . , cn], where n is the planning horizon, the output
speed plan is a configuration sequence Ĉ = θspΦ (C), where
Ĉ = ∅ (i.e., fail to find a feasible solution and a conser-
vative safe plan will be the replacement) or [ĉ1, ĉ2, . . . , ĉn].
Comparing with predicted configuration ci, the configuration
ĉi includes additional information about the ego vehicle with
the plan produced by θspΦ .

Definition II.2 (Policy Critic). A policy critic, denoted as
fcritic, measures the quality of a policy by evaluating the action
sequence generated by this policy in a given environment.

fcritic(θ
sp
Φ , C) measures the policy’s speed plan w.r.t the

predicted configurations C. The policy critic could be rule-
based [24] or learning-based. Given the ego vehicle states and
its surrounding environment, including path and obstacles, the
policy critic measures the speed plans over the whole planning
time horizon.

Definition II.3 (Parameterized Policy Tuning). Parameterized
policy tuning aims at finding an optimal parameter set for the
parameterized policy to achieve the best performance in sim-
ulation scenarios. A policy critic measures the performance.

Φ∗ = arg min
Φ

Fcritic(θ
sp
Φ , C) (1)

where the Fcritic is a composition of fcritic, and C is a set
of predicted environment configurations generated in various
challenging scenarios.

In a driving scenario, our planner generates a sequence of
speed plans. Single speed plan may fail to reflect the planner’s
performance in the scenario. Hence, it is crucial to evaluate
over a range of speed plans. We designed a composition
function fcomp for this goal. fcomp combines the policy critic
cost fcritic(θ

sp
Φ , Ci), from each speed plan for the final cost.

Formally,

Φ∗ = arg min
Φ

fcomp(fcritic(θ
sp
Φ , C0), ..., fcritic(θ

sp
Φ , CN )) (2)

where C0 to CN are environment configurations. To efficiently
tune the parameterized policy, we have to address two prob-
lems:
• Define Fcritic that can capture the characteristics of a range

of speed plans.
• Efficiently optimize on the Fcritic for an optimal planner

parameter set.
For the second problem, we apply Bayesian Optimization
(BO) [27], a widely-used black box optimization technique
to search for the optimal parameter Φ∗ that minimizes Fcritic
in Sec. III-D.

III. METHODS

We obtained a learning-based critic that serves as the core
of an optimization objective function. This automatic tuning
framework efficiently finds the optimal parameter set for a
rule-based speed planner.
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Figure 1. Framework Structure

An overview of our framework is in Fig. 1. It consists
of data, training, tuning, and evaluation phases. In the data
collection phase, expert trajectories are collected from hired
professional drivers as human demonstrations, and random
trajectories are generated from an AccelerationTime-sampler
(AT-sampler). In the training phase, the learning-based critic
is trained with extracted features of trajectories. Afterward,
Bayesian optimization is applied to optimize an objective func-
tion built from the learning-based critic. As some discrepant
results may appear in the tuning phase, we collect them and
send them back to the training phase to refine the critic.
Finally, the trajectories generated by the tuned planner are
evaluated on multiple metrics in the evaluation phase.

A. Feature Extraction

Extracting critical information from the configuration ĉi
is one of the key steps to effectively learn the policy critic
fcritic. We extract planning-relevant features to avoid over-
fitting location-related information.

A feature extractor, denoted as E , extracts planning-relevant
feature. The planning-relevant feature E(ĉi) ∈ R54 includes
speed feature feas ∈ R3, path feature feap ∈ R3 and obstacle
feature feao ∈ R48. feas contains the speed, denoted as v,
acceleration, denoted as a, and jerk, denoted as j, of the ego
vehicle. feap represents path characteristics, including speed
limit, denoted as vlimit, heading angle α, and curvature κ.
feao is features of obstacle in left-front, front, right-front, left-
rear, rear, and right-rear of the ego vehicle. An 8-dimensional
feature characterizes the obstacles in each direction, including
obstacle type otype, relative position, speed, acceleration in
Frenet Frames [18] and Euclidean distance to ego vehicle,
denoted as do as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Consider a speed plan Ĉ, applying the E to each config-
uration in Ĉ generates a feature sequence [E(ĉ1), ..., E(ĉn)].
Each feature sequence is also associated with a goal feature
feag ∈ R4 which includes scenario related features, such
as cruising or picking-up customers. Thus, we write such
feature sequence τ as τ = [E(ĉ1), ..., E(ĉn)|feag] We denote
τ = E(Ĉ) and Ĉ = θspΦ (C). Hence, τ = E(θspΦ (C)). Since
the fcritic only exploits the features in τ , in the following



Figure 2. Obstacle feature demonstration. Obstacles are projected to the s− l
Frenet frame formed by the planned path. We consider obstacles in left-front,
front, right-front, left-rear, rear and right-rear w.r.t the ego vehicle (white car).

sections, we will simplify the fcritic(θ
sp
Φ , C) defined in Sec. II

as fcritic(τ).

B. Critic Design

We construct the fcritic with the inverse reinforcement learn-
ing with human driving data and a sample-based planner.

1) Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL): IRL’s core mis-
sion is learning a reward function such that it maximizes the
reward of the given demonstration dataset D∗ ∼ π∗, which is
sampled from the optimal demonstration π∗. [28] proposed the
max-entropy IRL, which simultaneously maximizes the reward
of τ ∈ D∗ and the entropy of all the possible trajectories.
The reward function Rϕ(τ) is parameterized by ϕ. The loss
function is

Linv = −
∑
τ∗∈D∗

Rϕ(τ∗) +M log
∑
τ∈D

eRϕ(τ), (3)

where M is the size of D∗. D is a large dataset that rep-
resents all the valid trajectories. The goal is to find a ϕ∗

such that ϕ∗ = arg minϕ Linv . On one hand, minimizing
−
∑
τ∗∈D∗ Rϕ(τ∗) raises the reward of τ∗. On the other hand,

minimizing M log
∑
τ∈D e

Rϕ(τ) increases the entropy of all
trajectories’ reward.

We further improve the inverse reinforcement approach
from two aspects. First, we enhance the loss function
with similarity measurement. This loss function leads to an
optimization-friendly critic. Second, we generate the large
dataset D with an AT-sampler, which significantly shrinks the
data sampling space.

2) Similarity: Since our critic fcritic is also a function that
characterizes the quality of trajectories, it seems to be quite
straightforward to let fcritic = Rϕ. More precisely, because we
minimize the cost in (1), we can let fcritic = −Rϕ. However,
a typical inverse reinforcement learning approach does not
consider the similarity between trajectories, which is a crucial
feature required by our critic.

To illustrate the role of similarity measurement, we provide
an example in Fig. 3. The y-axis represents reward, and
the x-axis sim(τ, τ∗) signifies the similarity to one optimal
trajectory τ∗. We define the similarity with the `1 distance
between the (normalized) speed feature feas ∈ R3.

sim(τ1, τ2) = ||fea1
s − fea2

s|| (4)

(a) Maximize Entropy (b) Similarity Regression

Figure 3. Learned reward function with entropy and similarity measurements

Although when sim(τ, τ∗) = 0, the R is maximized in both
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), the reward function R learned with
Linv in Fig. 3(a) is not as smooth as Fig. 3(b). This is because
maximizing entropy requires the entropy between different
trajectories as large as possible, which causes a more steeping
reward function. Compared with Fig. 3(b), Fig. 3(a) has more
local optima, which results in more difficult optimization. An
important property we expect is that Rϕ(τ) gives a quantitative
measurement for the similarity to an optimal demonstration
trajectory - we expect a higher reward if one trajectory is
more similar to the demonstration. This property tells the
optimization algorithm the distance to the optimal solution
and thus benefits the optimization algorithm.

3) IRL-inspired Critic Loss Function: With the similarity
measurement in mind, our parameterized critic fcritic,ϕ is
optimized with the following loss function

Lcritic =
∑
τ∗∈D∗

fcritic,ϕ(τ∗) (5a)

+
∑
τ∗∈D∗

∑
τ∈D
||fcritic,ϕ(τ)− sim(τ, τ∗)|| (5b)

Minimizing (5b) means regression fcritic,ϕ(τ) with
sim(τ, τ∗). Minimizing (5a) decreases the cost of τ∗.
To avoid that fcritic,ϕ(τ∗) keeps decreasing, we bound
fcritic,ϕ(τ) greater than 0. Compared with max-entropy loss
which maximizes the reward and entropy, our loss function
minimizes the cost and regression on the similarity.

4) Sampler: Another missing piece yet is how to generate
a large dataset D that represents the whole trajectories. We
designed a sampler to generate D effectively. Given one
demonstration trajectory, a sampler generates around 1000
speed profiles by tweaking the acceleration in feas ∈ R3 of
the demonstration trajectory. To avoid generating unrealistic
samples and reduce sample space, we infer the speed and jerk
feature from the sampled acceleration feature. The generated
samples in D are associated with the demonstration trajectories
in D∗. We use this corresponding relationship during the train-
ing. Furthermore, we only compute the loss with trajectories
with such association, which ensures every trajectory in D
only has one corresponding optimal demonstration.



C. Model Design

We need to design an appropriate critic model for our
algorithm and data. One choice is the simple Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP) model. However, such a fully connected model
cannot capture the temporal relationship effectively, which
hinders the MLP from extracting information from sequence
data like speed plans. Models in the Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) family elegantly handle the sequence data. Thus, they
are good candidates for the critic model. Furthermore, inspired
by [29], [30], we also apply a GRU-Encoder-Decoder (GRU-
ED) model to encode the information extracted from the
environment as a priori. While the embedding generated by
the GRU-ED contains the demonstration information the critic
needs to extract from the environment, it also has fewer
dimensions than the raw environment data. Such dimension
compression benefits our critic model.
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Figure 4. MLP and RNN Critics

1) MLP Critic: The input of MLP critic is a concatenation
of a trajectory τ , and it is associated goal features feag .
The MLP ignores the data’s temporal relationship, while the
temporal relationship can be crucial for a critic. For example, a
critic may focus more on extracted features E(ĉi) with smaller
i (i.e., features of the nearer future points).

2) RNN Critic: A demonstration of this model is provided
in Fig. 4(b) with GRU [31] as RNN cell. A GRU cell has two
inputs, the hidden state, and the input state. We feed the τ
to an RNN model in sequence and pass the feag to a linear
layer, mapping it to the initial hidden state.
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Figure 5. GRU-ED Critic. The input sequence of the encoder is in reversed
order, making the demonstration embedding focus on the near future features.

3) GRU-ED Critic: The key idea of the GRU-ED critic
is recovering the speed demonstration embedding from the
environment. With the embedding compressing the number of
dimensions as a priori, we can learn the fcritic effectively. In
the upper part of Fig. 5, we train an encoder and a decoder
together, with the demonstration dataset D∗. The encoder
encodes the environment features E/s(ĉ) (i.e. all features
excepting speed features feas) and goal features feag into an
embedding. Then, the decoder recovers the speed feature Es(ĉ)
from embedding. The Es(ĉ) represents speed features feas of
configurations ĉ. In the lower part of Fig. 5. We apply the pre-
trained encoder to generate a demonstration embedding. Then,
we feed the demonstration embedding and the speed features
to a similarity network. This similarity network predicts a
similarity score to a demonstration trajectory. The similarity
network can either be MLP or RNN. Although the speed
feature data is sequential, because of its small dimensionality
(feas ∈ R3), when the trajectory length n is small, we choose
MLP that performs well in such a low dimension case. Since
we want to measure the similarity to a certain demonstration
trajectory for any trajectory in a representative dataset D, we
train the similarity network with both D and D∗.

D. Tuning Framework

1) Composition Function: During the planning phase, our
speed planner θspΦ generates various profiles in the online
phase. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of a
parameter Φ over all the speed profiles it generates in different
scenarios. One approach to evaluate a planner is computing the
average of all the critic costs. However, this approach is less
sensitive to extreme values because the low-cost majority hides
those high-cost undesired speed profiles. On the contrary, to
optimize on the highest critic costs may lead to overlooking
the majority performance. The dilemma for the above 2 cases
pushes us to propose a maximal k-th composition function
that balances the demands from both scenarios,

fcomp(fcritic(τ1), ..., fcritic(τn))

=

∑
maxk(fcritic(τ1), ..., fcritic(τn))

k

(6)

Here, maxk returns the greatest k-th elements of all the critic
costs. Then, we compute the average of them. Admittedly, we
introduce a new hyperparameter k here. However, compared
with tuning tones of the planning algorithms, the effort spent
on this hyperparameter is negligible.

2) Reliability: The reliability of our framework is defined
as three folds: 1) safety, which means no violation of traffic
rules and no collisions; 2) feasibility, which means to generate
a solution within a given time; 3) completion, which means
to complete a desired task such as lane-change or side-pass.

The first fold of safety reliability is naturally guaranteed
because safety constraints from the original rule-based plan-
ners are preserved. The feasibility and completion regarding
the performance reliability are integrated with a variant of
the Fcritic. The feasibility is measured by the fallback rate,
which shows percentage of plans without feasible solution,
denoted as rfallback = nfallback/ntotal, where the nfallback is the



fallback count and ntotals is the number of plans. The fallback
plan is still a collision-free plan but might include conserva-
tive behaviors. The mission completion constant, denoted as
ccompletion, checks whether the planner completes simulation
scenarios. A scenario is incomplete if a vehicle fails some
metrics, such as reaching a checkpoint within a certain time
duration, changing to the target lane, or keeping a minimal
distance to an obstacle. ccompletion = 1.0 when a scenario is not
completed, otherwise it is zero. The final objective function is
Fcritic(θ

sp
Φ , C)+rfallback +ccompletion. Minimizing the rfallback and

ccompletion provides us with enhanced reliability.
3) Tuning: Finally, we applied the Bayesian optimiza-

tion [27] to our objective in (1). The Bayesian optimization
queries Fcritic with the most promising parameters Φ in its
search space and achieves the highest upper-confidence bound
of a Gaussian process regression surrogate model, which
approximates the Fcritic. With this optimization process, param-
eter tuning is fully automated with high efficiency in parameter
tuning efforts. Moreover, the framework is deployed on cloud-
based parallel computation workstations, which significantly
reduces the total parameter tuning time as presented in Sec. IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Speed Planner and Framework

In this section, we introduce the parametric speed plan-
ner [16] and show its parameter tuning process.
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Figure 6. Proposed framework applied to the Apollo speed planner

The speed planner contains a decider and a smoother as
shown in Fig. 6(a). The speed decider generates a rough
speed reference by making yield or overtake decisions on
surrounding dynamic obstacles. The planning trajectory is
discretized as the time-distance graph in Fig. 7(d). The costd
is defined with the relationship between the speed points and
projected decisions in the time-distance graph [20]. Since we
only cares about tuning the parameters of the decider, we
simplify the costd as

costd = fd(wd, cob, ca, Ĉ) (7)

where the wd is a vector of weights for different cost terms.
The cost terms include the obstacles distance-related costs
cob and acceleration-related costs ca. These cost terms are
computed with speed plan Ĉ. The composition function fd
applies the weights wd to different cost terms. An optimization
algorithm is utilized to find the rough speed guideline with
minimum cost.

The speed smoother generates smoothed speed plans by
connecting adjacent sparse speed reference points with a cubic

polynomial, while assume that the jerk is constant. The cubic
polynomial is generated by solving a constrained nonlinear
quadratic optimization [17]. The speed smoother’s costs are

costs = fs(ws, cj , ca, ccen, cr, Ĉ) (8)

where ws is the costs weight vector. The cost terms include
jerk cost cj , acceleration cost ca, centripetal cost ccen and
reference cost cr. These costs are computed with speed plan
Ĉ. fs is a composition function applying the weights ws to
different cost terms.

Fig. 6(b) shows how the proposed framework generates opti-
mal planner. Initially, a batch of parameter set θspΦ = {wd,ws}
is parallelly evaluated with the objective function Fcritic. The
Bayesian optimization module utilizes the evaluating scores
to search for better parameters. The framework iteratively
runs the above process until converging. Finally, we pick up
the parameters set with the lowest Fcritic score as the best
parameter set.
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Figure 7. (a) to (c) are the interactive scenarios in Apollo high-fidelity
simulation environment; (d) is a time-distance graph in lane-change

B. Critic Model Accuracy

We evaluated four critic models as introduced in Sec. III-C,
they are 1) MLP critic; 2) RNN critic; 3) GRU-ED considering
the full 3-D speed plan feature, denoted as GRU-ED3 and 4)
GRU-ED critic considering the speed and acceleration features
only, denoted as GRU-ED2. We design the GRU-ED2 because
one can always infer jerk given a sequence of acceleration. The
similarity network is trained with the proposed IRL-inspired
method, as introduced in Sec. III-C. The critic training results
are shown in Table I. The Lexp is the loss for the expert human-
driving trajectories defined as (5a). Small Lexp means the critic
predicts low cost for expert human-driving trajectories. The
total critic loss Lcritic, is defined as (5). Both GRU-ED2 and
GRU-ED3 encoder-decoder has decent evaluation error. GRU-
ED3 has the lowest evaluation error.

C. Framework in Simulation

1) Experiment Setup: The framework is validated in lane-
follow, side-pass and lane-change scenarios. Fig. 7(a) is a lane-
follow scenario, where the ego vehicle (white car) adjusts its



Table I
CRITIC MODEL ACCURACY

Encoder-Decoder Regression
Critic Model ev ea ej Lexp Lcritic

MLP n/a n/a n/a 0.0555 0.0699
RNN n/a n/a n/a 0.0303 0.1031

GRU-ED3 0.0464 0.0167 0.0098 0.0164 0.04069
GRU-ED2 0.0463 0.0115 n/a 0.0491 0.06761

speed when the leading obstacle vehicle (green cube) suddenly
slows down or stops. Fig. 7(b) is a side-pass scenario. The
leading vehicle (green cube marked with orange patch) stopped
and blocked the way, and the ego vehicle takes an adjacent lane
to bypass the leading vehicle. Fig. 7(c) shows a lane-change
scenario, where the ego vehicle merges into the left-hand-side
target lane. There is continuous traffic in the target lane.

2) Time Efficiency: The proposed framework aims to find
the parameter set of a speed planner with the lowest score
defined in III-D2. Fig. 8(a) shows the optimization history of
a side-pass scenario. The best value decreases over trials, while
the tuning framework keeps exploring new regions.
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Figure 8. Tuning with critic Model, GRU3-ED, in lane-following scenario.

Table II
COMPUTATION TIME OF FRAMEWORK WITH DIFFERENT CRITIC MODELS.

Np Critic Model Nbest Nall tone (sec) tall (hours)
MLP 126 150 140.88 0.97
RNN 93 150 129.72 0.90

5 GRU-ED3 76 150 140.46 0.97
GRU-ED2 97 150 114.32 0.79
MLP 37 150 241.05 1.67
RNN 115 150 248.309 1.72

7 GRU-ED3 130 150 275.21 1.91
GRU-ED2 21 150 244.48 1.69

5 or 7 HandTuned n/a n/a n/a ∼ 40.0

Table II shows the time efficiency of the tuning framework
with different critics. The number of planner parameters is
denoted as Np. In each trial, the framework takes tone time
to perform simulation and optimization (around 95% of tone),
feature extraction from simulation result (around 10 sec) and
critic score generation (less than 1 sec). More parameters need
more time for each trial, because the Bayesian optimization
requires more time as the number of parameters increases.
The trial number Nbest denotes the iteration discovering the
optimal parameters. The total trial number is Nall. The total
time cost tall is the time to finish all trials. Note that since
our framework is parallelized, there is tall � tone × Nall.
Currently, we are using six computing nodes (i.e., six par-
alleled processes). tall could be further reduced with more

computation resource. The tuning environment is a cloud
cluster with a 130-core CPU clocked at 2.6 GHz. Compared
to manual tuning, which is around 40 hours (8 hours by 5
days), the efficiency has improved over 95%. Note that, based
on our experiences, the geographic region difference is non-
trivial to the deployment of planners. That means the motion
planner needs to be constantly re-tuned when being deployed
to different cities. The tuning time and engineering efforts are
significantly reduced by the proposed framework for large-
scale deployment.

3) Performance: The performance of the tuned speed plan-
ner is compared in five dimensions as shown in Table III to V.
The performance columns show the mean value of speed plans.
The comfort related metrics are longitudinal acceleration and
lateral acceleration, denoted as alon and alat, respectively;
lateral jerk and longitudinal jerk are denoted as jlon and jlat,
respectively. The efficiency metric is the difference between
the average speed and road speed limits, denoted as vd. For
all these metrics, the smaller values are better. Note that even
if we did not explicitly include those metrics in the objective
function of Bayesian optimization, the speed planner from our
proposed framework achieves better performance in terms of
comfort and efficiency. Fig. 8(b) shows that the efficiency is
improved as the vd decreases 1.33, with limit compromise in
comfort evaluated by other metrics. The number on each pair
of bars is the difference between speed plans from default and
tuned speed planners.

Since speed decisions on obstacles are fixed in speed
decider, we start from tuning five parameters of the speed
smoother in (8) for lane-follow and side-pass scenarios. In
lane-change scenarios, the ego vehicle can overtake a vehicle
in the target lane and merge by cutting in; or yield to the
obstacle and merge by following. A less optimal speed plan
may result in the failure of the change-lane decision [32]
[33]. Thus, two extra decision related parameters from (7) are
included in lane-change scenarios.

Table III
TUNED SPEED PLANNER PERFORMANCE IN LANE-FOLLOW SCENARIOS

Critic Model Critic Score Performance
alon jlon alat jlat vd

MLP 0.0289 0.5574 0.2199 0.0357 0.0041 2.5765
RNN 0.0348 0.6924 0.7107 0.1718 0.0353 3.0294
GRU-ED3 0.0057 0.5336 0.1627 0.0335 0.0040 2.4622
GRU-ED2 0.0063 0.5397 0.1237 0.0354 0.0039 2.6181
HandTuned n/a 0.5466 0.2298 0.0364 0.0036 2.9962

Table IV
TUNED SPEED PLANNER PERFORMANCE IN SIDE-PASS SCENARIOS

Critic Model Critic Score Performance
alon jlon alat jlat vd

MLP 0.2368 1.0440 0.9468 0.0611 0.0272 6.4267
RNN 0.2336 0.6691 0.4596 0.0608 0.0224 6.4963
GRU-ED3 0.0280 0.6795 0.5127 0.0497 0.0219 6.9751
GRU-ED2 0.0304 0.5459 0.4057 0.0554 0.0246 6.9127
HandTuned n/a 0.7747 0.4276 0.0506 0.0259 7.0588

In side-pass scenarios, the difference to speed limit vd is
higher because the ego vehicle pauses for a certain time to



Table V
TUNED SPEED PLANNER PERFORMANCE IN LANE-CHANGE SCENARIOS

Critic Model Critic Score Performance
alon jlon alat jlat vd

MLP 0.1329 0.6548 0.7584 0.2005 0.0341 3.2399
RNN 0.0026 0.8386 0.3434 0.1392 0.0293 4.1935
GRU-ED3 0.0044 0.7947 0.3592 0.0439 0.0101 2.7693
GRU-ED2 0.0003 0.2668 0.6776 0.2253 0.0254 4.8979
HandTuned n/a 0.7697 0.3899 0.1062 0.0289 3.5655

make sure the leading vehicle is indeed a blocker before taking
the action of side-pass. In conclusion, compared to the hand-
tuned speed planner, speed planners generated from the pro-
posed framework, have achieved equal or better performance
in terms of comfort and efficiency of speed plans.

4) Reliability: As mentioned in Sec. III-D2, the safety is
guaranteed by the rule-based planner with collision-avoidance
constraints. The planners generated from the proposed frame-
work inherits the safety related constraints. Thus, the safety
is not compromised. For challenging scenarios, when a rule-
based optimizer fails to find a feasible solution within a certain
time, a back-up planner generates fall-back trajectories to
prepare the vehicle to stop safely. There might be some harsh
brakes induced by fall-back trajectories. Thus, it is better to
avoid the fall-back trajectories. With the proposed framework,
the fall-back ratio is reduced by over 60% compared to hand-
tuned parameters, and the total fall-back ratio is reduced to
less than 1.0%, as shown in Table VI. The incompleteness
ratio of the challenging interaction scenarios in simulation is
reduced from 11.76% to 0.0%.

Table VI
FALLBACK RATIO COMPARISON

Scenario HandTuned FrameworkTuned Reduced
Lane-follow 4.37% 1.42% 67.51%

Side-pass 1.94% 0.75% 61.44%
Lane-change 5.03% 0.73% 66.56%

D. Personalized Driving Style

To find the parameters with different driving styles, we cat-
egorize human-driving into two styles: Style 1 is an efficiency-
oriented driving style, which rewards more on desired speed
and punishes less on high acceleration or jerks. This driving
pattern might be less comfortable and can also be called
as sporty/aggressive driving style. In contrast, Style 2 is a
comfort-oriented driving style, which rewards more on low
acceleration and punishes less if total travel time is long. This
driving pattern can be called as leisure/conservative driving
style. Among different driving style datasets, we compared
the longitudinal acceleration and jerk distributions, considering
they are among the most common features for categorizing
driving style [34], [35]. Fig. 9 shows that there is more
acceleration/deceleration in Style 1 dataset compared to Style
2 dataset. Similarly, the jerk distribution in Style 1 dataset
is flatter than those of Style 2 dataset, which indicates there
are frequent acceleration changes. Both driving styles are
extracted from professional drivers in this paper. Their driving

behaviors are collision-risk free and maintain courtesy to
surrounding vehicles. Thus, we do not consider the relative
speed to neighbors and distance to the front car [36] to
categorize driving style. Note that human driving styles can
be subdivided when more features are considered [35], which
can be applied to critic design in future work.

(a) Acceleration Distributions (b) Jerk Distributions

Figure 9. Dataset comparison between different driving styles.

We trained planning critics on both datasets separately and
used the same tuning framework with different critics to tune
the speed planner in side-pass and lane-change scenarios.
Fig. 10 shows the planner tuned with an aggressive critic
generates speed plans that are closer to the speed limit, while
the comfort-related measurements such as acceleration and
jerk are much higher compared to speed plans generated by the
conservative-critic-tuned speed planner. The results show that
the learning-based critic naturally captures the driving style.
With our tuning framework, the rule-based planner also reflects
the corresponding driving style.
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Figure 10. Speed plan comparison.The y-axis is in log scale. The number on
each pair of bars is the difference between aggressive style (Style 1) value
and conservative style (Style 2).

V. CONCLUSION

Building a comprehensive and one-size-fits-all metric for a
motion planner is challenging since the driving/riding experi-
ence depends on personal preferences. We presented an IRL-
inspired learning-based critic as a customizable motion planner
metric to solve the challenging problem. The critic extracted
a latent space embedding of a human driving plan based
on environment and measured the similarity between motion-
planner-generated plan and human-driver plan. Utilizing this
critic, we further built a framework to automatically guide
rule-based speed planners to make human-like driving plans by
choosing an optimal parameter set. This framework removed
the human effort in tedious parameter tuning, reduced param-
eter tuning time, and made the planning module deployment
more scalable. Furthermore, the physical and safety constraints
in rule-based planners were preserved, which maintained its



reliability. The framework with four different critic models
is compared over three interactive driving scenarios. The
tuned planners achieved better efficiency without sacrificing
comfortable riding experience. Furthermore, by training with
different human driving datasets, the critic was able to extract
different driving styles. These driving styles were further
reflected in the rule-based speed planner tuned by the proposed
framework. As a result, a personalized planner is achieved. In
the future, we will extend this framework from speed planner
to the complete motion planner, to deal with various scenarios
with more complicated environment components.
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